Lawrence Men
Place High in Military Test

Lawrence Academy Qualify for Course Of Advanced Training

In a letter received by Donald M. Du Shane, dean of men, Ken Beanen, who left for Army service a short time ago writes that he has passed the Army training test and is being assigned to an advanced course. Du Shane Busse also passed the training for a military government work. The training in foreign language and specialized training test qualified for the boards, and counsellors will appear before the military government work.

Prepare Fete
For May Queen
A Cappella to Provide Atmosphere for May Queen and Her Court

You heard us right May 8th is the day for the annual May Queen and her court, surrounded by a beauty queen, a court and all the trimmings of excitement and surprises, don't miss this page, the A Cappella will entertaining on the lawn in front of the Al-Rose Hotel. The choruses of the A Cappella will be there in full array singing for your pleasure.

Dean Announces Women Counsellors
New Counseling Center for Coeds

Woman Counseling is the word in the Lawrence College of today. Since Pearl Harbor the college li-

Colleges Buys Bonds
President Burnham has announced that Lawrence College purchased $200,000 worth of war bonds yesterday. This large pur-

Self Education Is Emphasized
Philosophy Professor Of U. of Chicago talks to Lawrence Men

The Lawrence University theater presentation of William Saroyan's "The Time of Your Life," is to be held Thursday night at 8 o'clock. If you haven't got your ticket, it's only a quarter. Don't miss it.

Campus Club Takes Over Gym

For Gay Night
Mortar Board and Mace Sponsor Follies With Entertainment for All

Tonight's the night. The social event of the year! So come on young guys and gals, get a move on. It's a big affair and all Lawrence will be there. The Mace and Mortar Board have spent a lot of time and effort getting it ready for you! You bet! Despite the fact that it's a cure for the awful flu, we'll have music, comedy, drama and excitement. Everybody from cigarette girls to bar tenders and candle light fellows. Follows, in this year's chance to whistle at a Mortar Board fellow and not get called for it—when you whistle, they'll bring you a coke, or beer, or all the rest in it at the friendship recital. See to it you get to know your fellow classmates better.

Library Holds Exhibitions of War Posters

Since Pearl Harbor the college library has had posters presenting the history of World War II. Following the exhibition of Mrs. Lankaster's posters there will be a display of these posters. There will be a discussion then of the meaning and the consequences of the policies now being followed in the war. The program will be Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.
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Mr. Cloak has worked hard throughout the year, for when he went away completely convinced that they had seen a good play. Today college theatre and its raised freedom.

The philosophy is to show the people that they have the right to choose, that they need not be slaves to the past, that they can think and question and express themselves. Those who are interested in the theatre should be encouraged to take part in it, for it is an excellent way of getting to know other people and of developing one's own talents. The theatre should be open to all, and every student should be given an opportunity to participate in its activities.

The theatre is a place where people can come together and enjoy themselves, and it is also a place where new ideas can be tested and explored. The theatre is a place where people can learn about themselves and about others, and it is also a place where people can learn to work together as a team. The theatre is a place where people can create and express themselves, and it is also a place where people can learn from others.

The theatre is a place where people can be free to be who they are, and it is also a place where people can be free to be who they want to be. The theatre is a place where people can be free to be creative, and it is also a place where people can be free to be imaginative. The theatre is a place where people can be free to be themselves, and it is also a place where people can be free to be others.

The theatre is a place where people can be free to be happy, and it is also a place where people can be free to be sad. The theatre is a place where people can be free to be angry, and it is also a place where people can be free to be peaceful. The theatre is a place where people can be free to be serious, and it is also a place where people can be free to be funny. The theatre is a place where people can be free to be real, and it is also a place where people can be free to be fake. The theatre is a place where people can be free to be free.
Marquette is
Next Track
Foe for Vikes

Hold First Outdoor
Meet of Season at
Whitling Field, May 5

Lawrence's first outdoor track meet of the season will be held on Wednesday afternoon, May 5, at Whitling field. The competi-
tion will be open to track men from the track squad of Marquette University, Milwaukee. marble on the campus.
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Meet the Coach

OACH Ray Hamann, born and raised in Yankton, South Dakota—graduated from high school there—has started to develop his son, Howie, into an A-l athlete. (Ed. note: Howie is only four, but Ray is good at turning out champions, at any cost.)

Consecutive—Jim Fieweger for three years during 1937-38—Pete Prondzinski took over squash this year and is developing fast under Bernie’s guidance (Ed. note: Recent all-state guard can’t miss what his Viking tracksters can do. In an interrupted meet held at Lawrence, Bill and Willie comedians came through with some very satisfactory performances. With the strong wind in the back, after looking over the results of the meet, the various times, etc., it must be conceded that Lawrence has some very good support for Jim Fieweger. Three men ran an almost dead heat in the 100 yard dash.

The high jump had three men go­
ding the strong wind in the back. 94.3. Chuck Boling was second with a 1:44 and Jimmy Ditz came through with a 1:45.1. If these three fellows can develop in the dashes with what Ditz’s 12.8 in the 100 and Boling’s 22.2. It must be conceded that these races won’t run under the best condi-
tions.

Ran the 4 4 0
Jack Kolben, Jim Dier, and Remmy Forshock ran all the 440’s in 5.5 sec. better and with this set of circumstances Jim Ditz can concentrate on the dashes. Bob Eisenach ran an 880 but held back, favoring his pole vault efforts. Bob should be down for the mid- to late meet. Bill Lawson in the Wi. 1 miler in Wisconsin

Said he was in good form. In Good Form

Lawrence
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